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When you pick out something to wear in the morning, you choose the clothes that best fit your mood and personality that day. Same with the music we listen to and even the cars we drive. We instinctively surround ourselves with the things that are reflective of our personalities, so why not our computers? Skinning Windows XP will show you how to take the Microsoft Windows Graphical User Interface to a whole new visual and functional level. Through step-by-step instructions, you will learn how to customize your Windows XP theme, icons and backgrounds using skinning software. Not sure what skinning software is or where to find it? You'll learn about that, too. You will become familiar with the Windows desktop structure and components and learn how to alter the elements to create a personalized desktop experience. Along with a 16-page, full-color insert with before and after shots of skins for inspiration, Skinning Windows XP will help you technologically express yourself.
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Design of Experiments in Chemical Engineering: A Practical GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
While existing books related to DOE are focused either on process or mixture factors or analyze specific tools from DOE science, this text is structured both horizontally and vertically, covering the three most common objectives of any experimental research:

	 screening designs       
	 mathematical modeling, and...
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Pioneers in Entrepreneurship and Small Business Research (International Studies in Entrepreneurship)Springer, 2006
In this book I will provide a historical-doctrinal review of the
development of entrepreneurship and small business research as well as
presenting some of the researchers who created and shaped the field –
the pioneers of entrepreneurship and small business research. Such an
undertaking is always associated with risk. Many...
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Arthritis and Allied Conditions: A Textbook of Rheumatology (Two Volume Set)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Established as the “Bible of Rheumatology,” this definitive two-volume reference is now in its thoroughly updated Fifteenth Edition. More than 200 of the world’s preeminent experts provide encyclopedic coverage of the entire field of rheumatology, including relevant basic science, diagnostic and therapeutic...
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The Beatles in Hamburg (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2012

	John Lennon, Paul McCartney, George Harrison, and Ringo Starr are four of the most famous names in the history of music. In the 1960s, the Beatles became the bestselling pop band in the world, inspiring legions of fans and developing into popular music icons. Fifty years later, their recordings are still in demand. But none of this happened...
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The New Authoritarians: Convergence on the RightHaymarket Books, 2019

	
		The eighteen months between June 2016 and the end of 2017 saw the victory of Leave in Britain’s EU referendum, the election of Donald Trump as President of the United States, and unprecedented support for Marine Le Pen of the Front National in her campaign for the same office in France. Nearly a decade after the great financial...
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Handbook on Decision Support Systems 2: Variations (International Handbooks on Information Systems)Springer, 2008

	As the most comprehensive reference work dealing with decision support systems (DSS), this book is essential for the library of every DSS practitioner, researcher, and educator. Written by an international array of DSS luminaries, it contains more than 70 chapters that approach decision support systems from a wide variety of perspectives....
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